
Live PPV available on any 

device in HD resolution

All devices

HIGHLIGHTS

Global PPV enabled including 

tax management and local 

payment methods

Exclusive stream content and 

bonus materials to VIP members

Global reach VIP members

 powered by Cleeng and IBM Cloud Video
LIVE STREAMING PPV

Final Fantasy XV fan festival enabled
evolution from Freemium to Paid Content



 SQUARE 
ENIX

ABOUT Square Enix Group is a Japanese video game developer, publisher, and 

distribution company that is best known for its role-playing video game 

franchises, which include Final Fantasy®, Hitman®, Dragon Quest®, Tomb Raider®. 

Several of its franchises have sold over 10 million copies, with the Final Fantasy 

franchise selling over 115 million and the group put forth every effort to create 

and provide the best entertainment content and services to meet customer 

tastes.

KEY BENEFITS

Responsive event landing page was ready for 
pre-booking within minutes.

Tax management and local payment methods 
enabled in 170 countries

Ability to distribute in-game items with an automated 
code distribution to viewers

Strong automation mechanism provided with Live 
and VOD replays.

End-user support offered in 3 languages including 
Japanese, English, Spanish.

OPPORTUNITY /CHALLENGE

The challenge is to translate the hype and tremendous fan engagement into revenues. The fans gathering for a quarterly 

conference is a great opportunity to nurture and share the passion from the community. Prior to choosing Cleeng, SE was 

streaming these events for free, and distributing on Twitch. Monetising the content, on time for the event, was a major 

challenge and a quick - scalable - set up was required to collect payments across all major currencies and offer an 

in-game item code distribution to a global audience.



LEVERAGE YOUR GO TO CONSUMER 
OPPORTUNITY WITH CLEENG
There are 3 challenges that we keep on hearing

- Converting free users to paid viewers.

- Balancing free and paid content.

- Taking innovative approaches to start small and scale

Cleeng helped Square-enix switch a couple of events from freemium to a paid business model and the results were great 

in terms of transactions and fan engagement. Implementing a global PPV event was very straightforward including 170 

payment methods and end-user support in various languages. The distribution of Final Fantasy unique codes to collect 

special promotion items was fully automated and highly appreciated by the fans. Having executed on two events 

successfully we are now working towards our third event in mid February and looking forward to another fruitful 

cooperation. 

“Cleeng are accommodating and proactive in their service offering for our events. Clearly 
understanding the client requirements and offering excellent support, we look forward to a 
continued relationship with them.”
Simon Wells - Brand Director Square Enix.

LIVE PPV?
Interested in Contact us at:

sales@cleeng.com


